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Sub:  Precautions while performing shunting - Reg. 
Ref: Sr.DSTE/SC’s Lr. No. Nil.,  Dt.20.11.2020. 

 
*** 

On 26.11.2020, while movement of Shunting Light engine Loco No.14582/WDG3A/KZJ 

was taken TWO routes on point No. 25KL2 resulting into leading trolley Long hood taken 
movement towards sorting 2nd line and trailing trolley short hood towards Lines L1/L2/L3.  

 
Reasons for the incident:  
A. Pointsman (operating department): 
 The Loco accompanied pointsman was sitting in the locomotive cab and relied on the 

instructions through walkie-talkie from ‘Goomty operator’.  

 The 25KL2 point was not clamped & pad-locked by Pointsman. 
  

B. Loco Pilot (G)/SNF, who worked as Shunter: 
 Obeyed instructions from the Pointsman, who was sitting in the locomotive cab.  

 Not stopped the Locomotive before 25KL2 point location to ensure  

      clamp & pad-lock of 25KL2 point.  
 Not ensured exchange of signals from point location.  

In view of the above incident, the instructions stipulated in GR. 5.13 & 5.14 and SRs therein 
are reiterated for strict adherence.   

 
While performing shunting;  

1. Ensure leading cab driving.  
2. Shall not, however, depend entirely on signal and shall always be  vigilant and cautious 

(item No.2 of GR.5.13). 
3. Observe hand signal of the Railway servant conducting shunting and correct signal 

taken ‘OFF’, if any (SR. 5.13.1).  

4. All locally worked points except points with spring levers, shall be manned and held 
for all movements in the facing direction (SR. 5.14.7). 

5. Ensure availability of Shunting Jamedar/Master in the engine cab and also manning of 

points-man at facing point in the direction of movement.  
6. Stop & ensure safe movement of train, upon notice/observe of unusual sound if any 

while passing over points.  

7. Not to back on the trailed through point (s), this will avoid derailment.  

 

All CLIs are advised to counsel/educate their nominated Loco Pilots/ALPs/Shunters on 

the above instructions duly obtaining their acknowledgement.  

The feedback may be sent to this office for compliance. 
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